
New RAM English Zone Typical mistakes 10 

T: Welcome back to the New RAM English Zone on typical mistakes in English.  

N: Today, we’ll be looking at typical mistakes when shopping. 

T: I have an advice for you. Always make a shopping list before you go shopping. 

N: An advice? In English, advice is uncountable (niepoliczalny) so you would say ‘I have a piece of 

advice’ for you: make a shopping list.  

T: OK. If you go shopping in a supermarket there is always a wide selection of goods.  

N: And a lot of walking to do with a lot of bright lights. 

T: Anyway, when you finish shopping and your basket or trolley (wózek) is full, you go to the Kasa. 

N: You mean the checkout – it is called Kasa in Polish and checkout in English. 

T: Yes, you pay in cash or by card and if by cash you might be given the rest. 

N: The rest? I think you mean (reszta) the change.  

T: Yeah, the change. 

N: Do you like shopping, Terry? 

T: Not really, unless I’m buying a new guitar. What about you? 

N: Well, if I need to buy something important yes, but otherwise I prefer not to spend them. 

T: Another classic mistake. Money is like advice, it is uncountable, so you would spend it NOT spend 

them. 

N: Yeah, I know, I was just demonstrating a typical mistake… 

T: Of course. So, let’s sum it all up. 

N: A good piece of advice before you go shopping is to make a list. 

T:  After putting everything on your  list into a trolley or basket you then pay for these things at the 

checkout (Kasa). 

N: If you pay in cash and don’t have the exact money, you will be given the change (reszta) 

T: And remember, money doesn’t grow on trees so spend it wisely! 

T: New RAM English Zone on typical mistakes. 

N: With Terry Clark-Ward and Nick Thomas.  

 


